NetSarang Computer Software License Agreement & Privacy Policy

This license agreement and privacy policy applies to the purchased license of NetSarang Computer Software and the tool used to install NetSarang Computer Software.

License Agreement
Carefully read the following terms and conditions before using this software. Your use of this software indicates your acceptance of this license agreement. No component part of any version of NetSarang Computer Software may be distributed individually, disassembled, copied, reverse engineered, or altered in any form.

Licensed Version
Standard Licensing
One licensed copy of NetSarang Computer Software may be used by a single person who uses the software on one desktop computer and one additional mobile device (e.g. laptop), which are both used exclusively by the licensed individual.

-or-

One licensed copy of NetSarang Computer Software may be installed on a single machine used non-simultaneously by multiple people. Once installed, the licensed copy is tied to that machine. You may access a license of NetSarang Computer Software through a network, provided that you have obtained individual licenses for the software covering all workstations that access the software through the network. For instance, if five different workstations will access NetSarang Computer Software on the network, each workstation must have its own NetSarang Computer Software license, regardless of whether they use NetSarang Computer Software at different times or concurrently.

A licensed copy of NetSarang Computer Software cannot be attributed to both use cases outlined above and must only be attributed to one of the use cases.

Concurrent Licensing
For licensed copies of NetSarang Computer Software (Concurrent Licenses), the total number of simultaneous users accessing NetSarang Computer Software at any given time may not exceed the number of concurrent licenses. The licensee must maintain a number of Concurrent Licenses equaling to or greater than twenty percent (20%) of the total user count. The licensee must maintain a record of all individuals who will be accessing NetSarang Computer Software at any given time.

Title and Copyright
The software (including any images, applets, photographs, animations, video, audio, music and text incorporated into the software) is owned by NetSarang Computer, Inc., or its suppliers and is protected by Korean copyright laws and international treaty provisions. Part of this software may have been developed by a third party software supplier, which holds copyright and other proprietary rights to the software.

This software is licensed to you. You are not obtaining title to the software or any copyrights. You may not sublicense, rent, or lease the software for any purpose. The license may be transferred (not resold) to another individual only if you keep no copies of the software.

Privacy Policy
NetSarang Computer, Inc. collects personal information that may be used to identify an individual during the use of our software. Personal information includes your IP address, your UID, and license key/type. Any information we collect is used only to help generate leads, assist in marketing purposes, or to confirm/enforce compliance with...
our licensing policies. We do not sell any information to any third party. Any information we collect may be combined with any other information we collect through either our website, publicly available databases, or through a third party. All information is stored on our servers and encrypted to prevent unauthorized access.

**Disclaimer of Warranty**
THIS SOFTWARE AND THE ACCOMPANYING FILES ARE SOLD "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTIES AS TO PERFORMANCE OR MERCHANTABILITY OR ANY OTHER WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. Because of the various hardware and software environments into which NetSarang Computer Software may be put, NO WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS OFFERED.

Xmanager®, Xshell® are registered trademark of NetSarang Computer, Inc.
Xftp™, Xlpd™ are trademarks of NetSarang Computer, Inc.
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